Strategy and engagement
AstraZeneca
Operating in over 100 countries, AstraZeneca is a global, scienceled biopharmaceutical business and one of only a handful of
companies to span the entire lifecycle of medicine.
We have worked with 12 divisions on many projects to embed the
AstraZeneca purpose and drive understanding and belief in the
corporate strategy. During this time overall employee engagement
levels have increased by around 30%.
Working globally and within specific business units, we supported
the communication of the strategy to 55,000 people around the
world, helping to build understanding and belief during a period of
significant change for the company.
Our work has included developing a ‘strategy at work’ programme to
connect internal and external activity through ‘themed’ weeks.
Designing materials to equip and empowering leaders and line
mangers to start conversations with their teams.

Achieving a better future
CIMA
The Chartered Institute of Management Accountants, founded in
1919, is the world’s leading and largest professional body of
Management Accountants.
In 2012, CIMA formed a joint venture with the American
Institute of CPAs (AICPA) to establish the Chartered Global
Management Accountant (CGMA) designation. CGMA is the
global quality standard that further elevates the profession of
management accounting.
A comprehensive brand audit revealed that communications
materials across markets lacked coherence, consistency and
distinctiveness. CIMA embarked upon an ambitious project to
democratise the brand ownership, enabling the teams in the
regions to tailor the global brand identity to fit local market
requirements.
Our challenge was two-fold – firstly, review CIMA’s positioning
and provide the organisation with clarity of purpose and the
means to articulate it, and second, develop a refreshed identity
system to streamline and structure communications, with the
flexibility to be applied globally, and present the organisation in a
more coherently, confidently and professionally.
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Keeping ahead of the times
Five Paper
Based in the centre of the Temple the barristers chambers Five
Paper Buildings wanted to strengthen their brand. Their clients
were asking for leading edge advice so the decision was made
to contemporise their brand identity.
After a review of their competitors the 35 partners decided to
adopt a subtle name change from Five Paper Buildings to Frve
Paper. We then created a new brand identity and after exploring
a number of creative options it was agreed to accept a totally
new look.
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Watershed implemented the new identity across all materials
and advised on schemes for reception and meeti ng rooms.

advocacy & advice

The result is a Barristers Chambers with an image appropriate
for the times and the type of work they are winning.

Welcome to Five Paper
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Anew brand
Fox Linton

FOX LINTON

Fox Linton provides exclusive fabrics and furniture to the interior
design industry.
The company takes the name of one of the UK's top designers,
Mary Fox Linton. Mary has designed rnany prestige five star
hotels including One Aldwych, The Grove, Carlisle Bay Antigua
and Le Grey Beirut.
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The Fox Linton brand has to appeal to some of the most
discerning designers and architects.
The new brand identity is used across a wide range of marketing
materials including their website and their showroom in the
Chelsea Harbour Design Centre. We created two Sub-brands
for their distribution operation - 'The Company Shed' and a
bespoke furniture range 'Ensemble'.
Fox Linton is fast becoming recognised as the market leader in
the UK and Europe.
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Thoughtful and professional
Gracechurch
Gracechurch Consulting launched their management
consultancy business during the 'dot com' boom of the late
90s. The consultancy was successful and had grown and
evolved significantly over the years. As a result the leadership
team felt they needed to update their corporate identity in a
sensitive way that didn't lose any of the equity they had built.
Our recommendation was to retain the key element 'a chess
piece' but design it in a new contemporary style. We also
created a new design system and which included a paiette
of vibrant to provicle a very distinctive look and feel.
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Cutting through complexity
KPMG
A lack of differentiation across the ‘big four’ global professional
services forms and lack of clarity around what makes KPMG
different led the KPMG International Board to undertake a
refresh of the KPMG brand and link it more strongly to the
organisations emerging global strategy.
Our challenge was to develop a clear brand proposition, brand
attributes and set of core message. Define a clear brand
personality and refresh the visual identity
The leadership was engaged in a conversation about what
makes KPMG special and different, extending this to over 650
partners to capture the essence of who they are and what it is
that they do that makes them successful. Key KPMG clients
from around the world gave us their views, painting a picture of
a rapidly changing, increasingly complex world which they
needed help to navigate and that is what they needed from their
advisors.
We developed a big brand idea which captured the essence of
KPMG and summed it up with the expression ‘Cutting through
complexity’. This was underpinned by new brand attributes
reflecting the skills, capabilities and behaviors of KPMG people.
The outcome was a re-energised brand identity and the launch of
their first ever global tagline, which sent a clear message to
clients and stakeholders that KPMG understands their
needs and helps them make decisions with confidence to
achieve their business goals.

HIGHLY DRIVEN HIGHLY DISCIPLINED
Development*of*new*vision,*mission*and*values.*Creation*of*new*brand*positioning*
and*identity*system*including*website*interface*and*developed*content
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